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to me
Raymond Driver

Hi Paul,

Attached is the booklet with the correction. Hope I didn't disturb you. I hope Susan's MRI goes smoothly. Is she able to listen to music during the procedure? I think an MRI takes a little longer than a CT scan.

I'm sure it will go well. Barbara's turn tomorrow.

Ray

Yeats_Ireland_iTun…

I hope so too. Thank you! Many thanks.
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I AM OF
IRELAND

Yeats in
Song

W. B. Yeats set to music by Raymond Driver

Cathy Jordan • Seamie O’Dowd • Kevin Burke

John Doyle • Mick McAuley • Christine Collister

Eleanor Shanley • Fergal McAloon • Bríd O’Riordan

Jackie Oates • Ashley Davis • Dave Curley

Cillian Vallely and members of Lúnasa
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I AM OF IRELAND / Yeats in Song

“...these settings are among the best I’ve heard.”

Andrew McGowan, Founder & President of the W. B. Yeats Society of New York

William Butler Yeats wrote that he wanted his poetry

to be spoken on a stage or sung. Much of his poetry
is inherently musical with its hauntingly beautiful

words and simple rhyme schemes. “I AM OF IRELAND/Yeats

in Song” is a collection of twenty-four Yeats poems I set to

music, a musical celebration of the poet and Ireland. For
the past two years a number of legendary and gifted Celtic

artists have recorded my settings (or songs) using traditional

singing each song into a handheld recorder. [To my great

horror, I once erased all the songs, but that’s another story.
All’s well that ends well.]

I soon discovered soprano Laura Whittenberger and

pianist Peyson Moss (both graduates of The Peabody
Conservatory) who in February 2016, performed my Yeats

tunes at the American Irish Historical Society in New York
City. The recital, sponsored by The W. B. Yeats Society of
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